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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an assistive power control apparatus for a motor-assisted bicycle.

Background Art

[0002] It is conventionally known, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. Hei 11-79062, that a value of rotating
torque applied by the rider to a crankshaft provided with pedals of a bicycle is detected and that a motor is driven and
controlled so as to generate an assistive torque depending on the rotating torque value.
[0003] JP-A-2002 264 882 discloses an apparatus having the features of the preamble of claim 1.

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] However, the detected rotating torque value is a component in a direction of rotation of a pedaling force applied
to the pedals by the rider. Therefore the motor is not driven and controlled so as to generate an assistive torque depending
on the pedaling force.
[0005] Accordingly, the present invention has been made in view of such conventional problems. It is an object of the
present invention to provide an assistive power control apparatus for a motor-assisted bicycle, which drives and controls
a motor so as to generate an assistive torque depending on the pedaling force of the rider.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0006] In order to achieve the above objects, according to an invention recited in claim 1, there is provided an assistive
power control apparatus (54) for a motor-assisted bicycle (10), which detects a rotating torque value of a crankshaft (38)
rotated when a rider steps on pedals (40L and 40R) by a torque sensor (80), and controls a motor (50) so as to generate
an assistive power determined using the rotating torque value, wherein the assistive power control apparatus (54)
calculates a rotation angle of the crankshaft (38) when a present rotating torque value is detected from a time period
from a timing of detection of a peak position of the rotating torque value to a timing of detection of the rotating torque
value, calculates a pedaling force applied when the rider steps on the pedals (40L and 40R) in a vertical direction from
the calculated rotation angle of the crankshaft (38) and the detected present rotating torque value, and determines the
assistive power of the motor (50) according to the calculated pedaling force.
[0007] A period between peak positions of the rotating torque value is set as a half cycle, an update is performed with
the rotating torque value in a period of the previous half cycle as reference data, and a peak position of the rotating
torque value is estimated from a correlation value obtained by normalized correlation of the rotating torque value detected
in the present half cycle using the reference data.
[0008] According to an invention recited in claim 2, there is provided the assistive power control apparatus (54) for
the motor-assisted bicycle (10) according to claim 1, characterized in that the assistive power of the motor (50) is
determined according to a vehicle speed of the motor-assisted bicycle (10) and the pedaling force.

Effects of the Invention

[0009] According to the invention recited in claim 1, there is provided an assistive power control apparatus for a motor-
assisted bicycle, which detects a rotating torque value of a crankshaft rotated when a rider steps on pedals by a torque
sensor, and controls a motor so as to generate an assistive power determined using the rotating torque value, wherein
the assistive power control apparatus calculates a rotation angle of the crankshaft when a present rotating torque value
is detected from a time period from a timing of detection of a peak position of the rotating torque value to a timing of
detection of the rotating torque value, calculates a pedaling force applied when the rider steps on the pedals in a vertical
direction from the calculated rotation angle of the crankshaft and the detected present rotating torque value, and deter-
mines the assistive power of the motor according to the calculated pedaling force. Thus, the pedaling force of the rider
can be assisted linearly, and assistive control in line with the pedaling force of the rider can be performed.
[0010] A period between peak positions of the rotating torque value is set as a half cycle, an update is performed with
the rotating torque value in a period of the previous half cycle as reference data, and a peak position of the rotating
torque value is estimated from a correlation value obtained by normalized correlation of the rotating torque value detected
in the present half cycle using the reference data. Therefore, even when the rider steps on the pedals a plurality of times
continually and thus a plurality of peak positions occur continually, a peak position is detected on the basis of the
correlation value obtained by normalized correlation. It is thus possible to generate an appropriate assistive torque at
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each rotation angle of the crankshaft in each half cycle, and to perform assistive control that does not cause discomfort
to the rider.
[0011] According to the invention recited in claim 2, the assistive power of the motor is determined according to the
vehicle speed of the motor-assisted bicycle and the pedaling force. Therefore assistive control can be performed at an
assist ratio depending on the present vehicle speed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a left side view of a motor-assisted bicycle.
FIG. 2 is a left side view of principal parts of the assisted bicycle of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along a line III-III of FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a diagram showing force relation between rotating torque applied to a crankshaft and pedaling force applied
to pedals by the rider.
FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of a rotating torque value f detected by a magnetostrictive type torque sensor and a
pedaling force F determined according to the detected rotating torque value f.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing operations of a controller.
FIG. 7A is a timing diagram of a detected rotating torque value f, and FIG. 7B is a timing diagram of a correlation
value γ obtained by normalized correlation using the rotating torque value f.

Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0013] An assistive power control apparatus for a motor-assisted bicycle according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention will be described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a left side view of a motor-assisted bicycle (assisted bicycle) 10.
FIG. 2 is a left side view of principal parts of the assisted bicycle 10 of FIG. 1. FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along
a line III-III of FIG. 2.

[0014] The assisted bicycle 10 includes a head pipe 12 positioned in a front position of the bicycle body, a down frame
14 extending rearward and downward from the head pipe 12, and a seat pipe 16 extending upward from the rear end
of the down frame 14. A front fork 18 extending downward is steerably connected to the head pipe 12. A front wheel
WF is rotatably supported by the lower end of the front fork 18. A handlebar 20 is provided above the head pipe 12.
[0015] A rear fork 22 is disposed so as to extend rearward from the rear end of the down frame 14. A rear wheel WR
is rotatably supported by the rear end of the rear fork 22. A pair of left and right stays 24 is disposed between the upper
part of the seat pipe 16 and the rear part of the rear fork 22.
[0016] The down frame 14 and the rear fork 22 support an assist drive unit 26. A seat post 30 having a seat 28 at the
upper end thereof is mounted to the seat pipe 16 so as to allow adjustment of the vertical position of the seat 28. At a
rear position of the seat pipe 16, a battery 32 for supplying power to the assist drive unit 26 is attached to a stay 34 of
the seat pipe 16 so as to be detachable.
[0017] A crankshaft 38 extends transversely across the bicycle body through the assist drive unit 26 and a sprocket
(output unit) 36. A crank 42L having a pedal 40L and a crank 42R having a pedal 40R are connected to the respective
opposite ends of the crankshaft 38. When the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R, a rotating torque (power) is applied
to the crankshaft 38. The rotating torque applied to the crankshaft 38 rotates the sprocket 36. The rotation of the sprocket
36 is transmitted through a chain 44 to a sprocket 46 on the side of the rear wheel WR, thereby rotating the rear wheel
WR. The sprocket 36, the chain 44, and the sprocket 46 function as a drive mechanism.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 4, a rotating torque value f applied to the crankshaft 38 is a component in the direction of the
rotation of a pedaling force F when the rider works the pedal 40L, and is not the pedaling force F actually applied by the
rider. The rotating torque value f and the pedaling force F can be expressed by a relational equation: rotating torque
value f = pedaling force F 3 cosθ. When working the pedals 40L and 40R, the rider steps on the pedals 40L and 40R
in a vertical direction. Therefore the direction of the pedaling force F is the vertical direction.
[0019] The assist drive unit 26 integrally retains within its casing (case) 48: a brushless motor (motor) 50; a driver 52
for driving the brushless motor 50; a controller (assistive power control device) 54 for performing PWM control of the
driver 52 on the basis of the rotating torque value f detected by a magnetostrictive type torque sensor (torque sensor)
to be described later; a drive gear 58 rotating in mesh with a drive shaft 56 of the brushless motor 50; an output shaft
108 rotating according to the rotation of the drive gear 58; and an assist sprocket 60 rotating integrally with the output
shaft 108. The chain 44 is attached to the assist sprocket 60. The assist drive unit 26 transmits the drive force of the
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brushless motor 50 to the drive mechanism.
[0020] The controller 54 calculates the force F with which the rider steps on the pedals 40L and 40R in the vertical
direction (pedaling force applied to the pedals 40L and 40R) from the rotating torque value f detected by the magneto-
strictive type torque sensor 80, and performs PWM control of the driver 52 (performs assist control) so that the brushless
motor 50 generates an assistive torque (assistive power) determined by the pedaling force F and an assist ratio depending
on the vehicle speed of the assisted bicycle 10. The vehicle speed of the assisted bicycle 10 can be obtained by a vehicle
speed sensor, not shown in the drawings, which is provided to the front wheel WF, the rear wheel WR, or the like.
Incidentally, the controller 54 also functions as a counter.
[0021] The driver 52 has switching elements in a plurality of phases (three phases as a U-phase, a V-phase, and a
W-phase in the present embodiment). The controller 54 performs on-off control of the switching elements in the U-phase,
the V-phase, and the W-phase at a predetermined duty ratio to perform PWM control of the driver 52. According to the
PWM control, the driver 52 converts a direct current from the battery 32 into three-phase alternating-current power. The
three-phase alternating currents are supplied to a stator coil in the U-phase, a stator coil in the V-phase, and a stator
coil in the W-phase of the brushless motor 50. The drive shaft 56 of the brushless motor 50 is thereby rotated.
[0022] The assistive torque generated by the brushless motor 50 is transmitted to the output shaft 108 via the drive
shaft 56 and the drive gear 58. The assistive torque transmitted to the output shaft 108 is then transmitted to the chain
44 via the assist sprocket 60. Thus, when the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R, the rotating torque value f (drive
force) applied to the crankshaft 38 and the assistive torque generated by the brushless motor 50 are transmitted to the
sprocket 46 on the side of the rear wheel via the chain 44, thereby rotating the rear wheel WR. Incidentally, an idler 62
for providing a large winding angle of the chain 44 is disposed at a rear portion of the assist sprocket 60.
[0023] The brushless motor 50 includes a rotor 66 having a total of eight permanent magnets 64 of N-poles and S-
poles that are arranged alternately circumferentially and stators 70 having stator windings 68 in three phases, that is,
the U-phase, the V-phase, and the W-phase for generating a rotating magnetic field for rotating the rotor 66. The stators
70 are arranged so as to cover the peripheral part of the rotor 66 and so as to be opposed to the rotor 66 in a radial
direction. The drive shaft 56 is provided as the rotational shaft of the rotor 66. In addition, because the stators 70 have
a total of 12 stator windings 68, there are four stator windings 68 in the U-phase, four stator windings 68 in the V-phase,
and four stator windings 68 in the W-phase. The stator coil in the U-phase of the brushless motor 50 is formed by the
four stator windings 68 in the U-phase. The stator coil in the V-phase is formed by the four stator windings 68 in the V-
phase. The stator coil in the W-phase is formed by the four stator windings 68 in the W-phase.
[0024] The assist drive unit 26 has a mechanism for rotating the sprocket 36 when the rider works the pedals 40L and
40R in a direction to move the assisted bicycle 10 forward (normal direction) and for blocking the sprocket 36 from
rotating when the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R in a direction opposite to the normal direction. Specifically, as
shown in FIG. 3, the assist drive unit 26 has a hollow member (hollow torque transmitting member) 72 fitted over the
periphery of the crankshaft 38, a bearing unit 74 disposed between the hollow member 72 and the casing 48, a bearing
unit 76 disposed between the crankshaft 38 and the casing 48, and a one-way clutch 78 disposed between the crankshaft
38 and the hollow member 72. The one-way clutch 78 has a structure for transmitting the rotation of the crankshaft 38
to the hollow member 72 when the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R in the normal direction and for preventing the
rotation of the crankshaft 38 from being transmitted to the hollow member 72 when the rider works the pedals 40L and
40R in the direction opposite to the normal direction. The right end of the hollow member 72 has splines, and the sprocket
36 fitted with the splines is mounted.
[0025] When the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R in the normal direction, the crankshaft 38 is rotated, causing the
one-way clutch 78 to rotate the hollow member 72. The sprocket 36 is thereby rotated. When the rider works the pedals
40L and 40R in the direction opposite to the normal direction, the crankshaft 38 is rotated, but the hollow member 72 is
prevented from being rotated by the one-way clutch 78. Therefore, when the rider works the pedals 40L and 40R in the
direction opposite to the normal direction, the sprocket 36 is not rotated.
[0026] The magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 for detecting the rotating torque value f applied to the crankshaft
38 is disposed over the crankshaft 38. Specifically, the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 is disposed on the
periphery of the hollow member 72 by a supporting member 82. A magnetic film 84 is provided to the hollow member
72. The supporting member 82 supports the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 relatively rotatably with respect to
the hollow member 72 such that the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 is opposed to the magnetic film 84. The
magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 includes two detecting coils 86 and 88. The magnetostrictive type torque sensor
80 converts a change in the inductance of the detecting coils 86 and 88, which is caused by magnetostriction generated
when the hollow member 72 is rotated, into a voltage, and outputs the voltage to the controller 54. Incidentally, when
the pedals 40L and 40R are being worked in the direction opposite to the normal direction, the hollow member 72 is not
rotated, and therefore a rotating torque value f applied to the crankshaft 38 is not detected by the magnetostrictive type
torque sensor 80. Incidentally, the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 detects a rotating torque value f in predeter-
mined cycles (at intervals of Δt).
[0027] The drive shaft 56 of the brushless motor 50 is provided with a magnet holder 92 for retaining magnets 90. The
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magnet holder 92 rotates with the rotation of the rotor 66. Three hall ICs 94 for detecting the magnets 90 are disposed
so as to be opposed to the magnets 90 (see FIG. 2). The three hall ICs 94 detect the rotation angle and rotation speed
of the rotor 66. The hall ICs 94 are retained by a hall IC housing 96. The hall IC housing 96 is attached to the inside of
the casing 48 of the assist drive unit 26 by a bolt b. Eight magnets 90 are provided circumferentially, and N-pole magnets
90 and S-pole magnets 90 are alternately arranged. The magnets 90 and the hall ICs 94 function as a magnetic pole
sensor for detecting the rotation angle of the brushless motor 50.
[0028] The brushless motor 50 and the drive gear 58 are housed in respective spaces divided from each other. A dust
seal 98 is provided to the periphery of the magnet holder 92. The dust seal 98 prevents the entry of dust and the like
from the space housing the drive gear 58 into the space housing the brushless motor 50. A cover for protecting the
brushless motor 50 is attached to the casing 48 of the assist drive unit 26 by a bolt B along the perimeter of the brushless
motor 50.
[0029] The casing 48 has a partition plate 100 for dividing spaces within the casing 48. The driver 52, the controller
54, and the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 are disposed within a same space. The brushless motor 50 is housed
and disposed in a space that is at a rear and lower portion than the crankshaft 38 and that is divided from the magne-
tostrictive type torque sensor 80. In addition, the driver 52 and the controller 54 are disposed below the magnetostrictive
type torque sensor 80.
[0030] While the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 and the brushless motor 50 are housed in the respective
spaces divided from each other, both are arranged in proximity to each other. Though not shown in the figures, the driver
52 and the controller 54 are fixed to wall surfaces of the casing 48, that is, fixed to the left wall surface and the right wall
surface opposed to each other, respectively. The controller 54 is disposed on the wall surface of the casing 48 on the
side of the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80.
[0031] The idler 62 is rotatably supported by a supporting arm 102. A pivot 104 rotatably supports the supporting arm
102 such that the supporting arm 102 is rockable. The supporting arm 102 rotatably supported by the pivot 104 is biased
by a torsion spring in a direction in which the idler 62 applies pressure to the chain 44.
[0032] A one-way clutch 106 is disposed between the output shaft 108 of the assist sprocket 60 and the drive gear
58. Only when the drive gear 58 is rotating in the normal direction (direction in which the assisted bicycle 10 moves
forward), the one-way clutch 106 transmits the rotation to the output shaft 108. Thus, only when the rotor 66 of the
brushless motor 50 is rotating in the normal direction, the assist sprocket 60 is rotated, and the assistive torque generated
by the brushless motor 50 is transmitted to the sprocket 46 on the side of the rear wheel WR via the chain 44.
[0033] FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of the rotating torque value f detected by the magnetostrictive type torque sensor
80 and the pedaling force F determined according to the detected rotating torque value f. A reference numeral 150 in
FIG. 5 denotes the rotating torque value f detected by the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80. A reference numeral
152 denotes the pedaling force F calculated from the rotating torque value f. A peak value of the rotating torque arrives
when the rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38 shown in FIG. 4 becomes 0 degrees and 180 degrees. Thus, supposing
that a period of working the pedals 40L and 40R for a 360-degree turn is one cycle, the peak value of the rotating torque
value f arrives in each half cycle (each half turn of the pedals 40L and 40R). A time period between the peak positions,
that is, the time of a half cycle is shown as Tpp. The peak value of the rotating torque value f arrives when the rotation
angle θ of the crankshaft 38 shown in FIG. 4 becomes 0 degrees and 180 degrees. That is, the peak value f arrives
when the angle θ formed between the cranks 42L and 42R and the longitudinal direction of the assisted bicycle 10
becomes 0 degrees and 180 degrees.
[0034] The controller 54 detects a peak position from the detected rotating torque value f. The controller 54 then
calculates the rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38 at a timing t2 from a time Tpp between previously detected peak
positions of the rotating torque value f and a time between a timing t1 of the last detected peak position and the timing
t2 of the last detected rotating torque value f. Specifically, the controller 54 calculates the rotation angle θ by using a
relational equation: rotation angle θ = 180 degrees 3 (t2 - t1) / Tpp. The controller 54 then calculates the pedaling force
F at the calculated rotation angle θ from the last detected rotating torque value f (rotating torque value f detected at the
timing t2). Specifically, the controller 54 calculates the pedaling force F on the basis of a relational equation: pedaling
force F = rotating torque value f / cosθ. The controller 54 then performs PWM control of the driver 52 so that the brushless
motor 50 generates an assistive torque depending on the calculated pedaling force F.
[0035] The controller 54 thus calculates the pedaling force F with which the rider steps on the pedals 40L and 40R in
the vertical direction from the detected rotating torque value f, and controls the driver 52. Therefore, the pedaling force
of the rider can be assisted linearly, and assistive control in line with the pedaling force F of the rider can be performed.
[0036] However, when the rider actually works the pedals 40L and 40R, a waveform as shown in FIG. 5 such that the
peak position of the rotating torque value f arrives in fixed cycles may not be obtained, but the waveform may be disturbed
irregularly. In such a case, the peak position of the rotating torque value f cannot be estimated correctly, and the rotation
angle θ of the crankshaft 38 cannot be obtained properly. The present embodiment estimates the peak position correctly
with consideration further given to such a case. Incidentally, cases where the peak position of the rotating torque value
f does not arrive in fixed cycles include a case where the rider reverses the pedals 40L and 40R by rotating the pedals
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40L and 40R in the opposite direction without making a half turn of the pedals 40L and 40R, and then steps on the pedals
40L and 40R again.
[0037] The operation of the controller 54 will next be described with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 6. Incidentally,
the controller 54 sequentially stores the rotating torque value f detected by the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80
in a buffer memory (data storage unit), not shown in the figures, in the controller 54.
[0038] First, the controller 54 performs a process of detecting the peak position of the rotating torque value f on the
basis of the rotating torque value f detected by the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 (step S1). The process of
detecting the peak position of the rotating torque value f calculates Δf. Δf can be obtained by a relational equation: Δf =
(rotating torque value f detected at present (detected this time) - rotating torque value f detected last time) / Δt.
[0039] Next, the controller 54 determines whether the peak position of the rotating torque value f is detected (step
S2). Specifically, the controller 54 determines that the peak position is detected when Δf obtained this time is smaller
than zero and Δf obtained last time is larger than zero. In this case, the timing in which the previous rotating torque value
f was detected is the peak position.
[0040] When determining in step S2 that the peak position is not detected, the controller 54 directly proceeds to step
S5. When determining in step S2 that the peak position is detected, the controller 54 determines whether a correlation
value undetection flag is high (correlation value undetection flag is set) (step S3). The data storage unit has a flag storage
area for storing the high (1) or low (0) of the correlation value undetection flag. The controller 54 determines whether
the correlation value undetection flag is high on the basis of whether the high is stored in the flag storage area. Incidentally,
a high (1) is initially stored as an initial value in the flag storage area. In addition, settings are made such that Tpp = 0
and count value = 0 as initial values.
[0041] When determining in step S3 that the correlation value undetection flag is low, the controller 54 directly proceeds
to step S5. When determining in step S3 that the correlation value undetection flag is high, the controller 54 updates the
memory of a reference data storage area of the data storage unit by replacing reference data g stored in the reference
data storage area (step S4). The controller 54 then proceeds to step S5. The reference data is a set of a plurality of
rotating torque values f detected between peak positions. The reference data to be replaced is a plurality of rotating
torque values f detected between previous peak positions (between last peak positions). In this case, suppose that a
period between peak positions is one cycle.
[0042] Proceeding to step S5, the controller 54 calculates a correlation value γ by performing normalized correlation
of the rotating torque value f detected by the magnetostrictive type torque sensor 80 using the reference data stored in
the reference data storage area of the data storage unit. Specifically, the controller 54 calculates the correlation value
γ by using a relational equation indicated in Equation 1. f(t) denotes the rotating torque value detected at the timing t. γ
(t) denotes a correlation value obtained from the rotating torque value f at the timing t. g(t) denotes a rotating torque
value f(t) as reference data detected at the timing t. Incidentally, when there is no reference data g, the calculated
correlation value γ is zero. 

[0043] Next, the controller 54 performs a process of detecting the peak position of the correlation value γ on the basis
of the calculated correlation value γ (step S6). The process of detecting the peak position of the correlation value γ
calculates Δγ. Δγ can be obtained by a relational equation: Δγ = (present correlation value γ (calculated this time) -
correlation value γ calculated last time) / Δt.
[0044] Next, the controller 54 determines whether the peak position of the correlation value γ is detected (step S7).
Specifically, the controller 54 determines that the peak position is detected when Δγ obtained this time is smaller than
zero, Δγ obtained last time is larger than zero, and the correlation value γ calculated last time is larger than a predetermined
value (for example 0.65). When it is determined that the peak position is detected, the timing of calculation of the previous
correlation value γ is the peak position. The peak position of the correlation value γ is estimated to be the peak position
of the rotating torque value f. This correlation value γ does not exceed one. This correlation value γ(t) indicates a degree
of similarity between the reference data g (rotating torque value f in the previous cycle) and the rotating torque value f
at a timing t. A correlation value γ of one represents a highest degree of similarity (perfect matching). The lower the
correlation value γ is, the lower the degree of similarity becomes.
[0045] When determining in step S7 that the peak position of the correlation value γ is not detected, the controller 54
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determines whether a present count value c is larger than zero (step S8). When determining in step S8 that the count
value c is not larger than zero, the controller 54 returns to step S1. When determining in step S8 that the count value c
is larger than zero, the controller 54 increments the count value c (step S9). That is, the controller 54 sets as follows:
count value c = count value c + 1.
[0046] Next, the controller 54 determines whether the count value c is larger than a threshold value α (step S10).
When determining in step S10 that the count value c is not larger than the threshold value α, the controller 54 proceeds
to step S16. When determining in step S10 that the count value c is larger than the threshold value α, the controller 54
sets the correlation value undetection flag high (step S11). Next, the controller 54 sets the count value c to zero, and
sets the time Tpp of a half cycle to zero (step S12). The controller 54 then proceeds to step S16.
[0047] When determining in step S7 that the peak position of the correlation value γ is detected, on the other hand,
the controller 54 next sets the correlation value undetection flag low. Specifically, the controller 54 stores a low (0) in
the flag storage area (step S13).
[0048] Next, the controller 54 updates the memory of the reference data storage area by replacing the reference data
g stored in the reference data storage area of the data storage unit (step S14). In step S14, the controller 54 stores
rotating torque values f detected between peak positions of the correlation value γ (between the last detected peak
positions of the rotating torque value f) as reference data g.
[0049] Next, the controller 54 sets the time Tpp between peak positions (a half cycle) to the present count value c,
and sets the count value c to one (step S15). The controller 54 then proceeds to step S16.
[0050] Proceeding to step S16, the controller 54 determines whether the correlation value undetection flag is low and
the Tpp is larger than zero. When determining in step S16 that the correlation value undetection flag is not low or that
the Tpp is not larger than zero, the controller 54 returns to step S1.
[0051] When determining in step S16 that the correlation value undetection flag is low and that the Tpp is larger than
zero, on the other hand, the controller 54 proceeds to step S17, where the controller 54 calculates the present rotation
angle θ of the crankshaft 38. Specifically, the controller 54 calculates the present rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38
(rotation angle of the crankshaft 38 at the rotating torque value f detected this time) from the time Tpp of the previous
(last) half cycle and the present count value c. Provided that the last detected peak position of the correlation value γ is
t1, and that the timing of detection of the rotating torque value f detected this time is t2 (see FIG. 5), the rotation angle
θ of the crankshaft 38 can be obtained from a relational equation: θ = 180 degrees 3 (t2 - t1) / Tpp. In this case, (t2 -
t1) is the present count value c.
[0052] Next, the controller 54 estimates the pedaling force F from the rotating torque value f detected this time and
the rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38 (step S18). The pedaling force F can be obtained by a relational equation:
pedaling force F = rotating torque value f / cosθ.
[0053] Next, the controller 54 drives the brushless motor 50 by performing PWM control of the driver 52 so that the
brushless motor 50 generates an assistive torque determined by the obtained pedaling force F and the assist ratio
depending on the present vehicle speed of the assisted bicycle 10 (step S19).
[0054] FIG. 7A is a timing diagram of the detected rotating torque value f. FIG. 7B is a timing diagram of the correlation
value γ resulting from normalized correlation using the rotating torque value f. Incidentally, the count value c shall not
become larger than the threshold value α in the timing diagrams of FIGS. 7A and 7B.
[0055] According to the above-described operations, a peak value of the rotating torque value f is first detected at the
timing t1. However, because rotating torque values f substituted as reference data g in step S4 are rotating torque values
detected in a part of a period between peak positions, the correlation value γ calculated in step S5 is a low value. Thus,
the peak position of the correlation value γ is not detected in step S7.
[0056] When the timing t2 thereafter arrives, the rotating torque values f detected between the timing t1 and the timing
t2 are substituted as reference data g in step S4, and the correlation value γ is calculated.
When the timing t3 arrives, the timing t3 is detected as the peak position of the correlation value γ in step S7, and the
rotating torque values f detected between the timing t2 and the timing t3 are substituted as reference data g in step S14.
Then, in step S15, the present count value c is set as the time Tpp between peak positions (a half cycle), and the count
value is set to one. In the timing t3, the count value c is zero, and thus Tpp = 0. Next, a result of determination in step
S16 is No, and the process returns to step S1. Incidentally, at this time, because Tpp is zero, a correct rotation angle θ
of the crankshaft 38 cannot be calculated.
[0057] Therefore, the driving and control of the brushless motor 50 does not need to be performed when Tpp = 0. That
is, the operations from step S17 to step S19 does not need to be performed when Tpp = 0.
[0058] When the timing t4 arrives, the timing t4 is detected as the peak position of the correlation value γ in step S7,
and the rotating torque values f detected between the timing t3 and the timing t4 are substituted as reference data g in
step S14. Then, in step S15, the present count value c is set as the time Tpp between peak positions (a half cycle), and
the count value is set to one. Thereafter, the rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38 and the pedaling force F are calculated
in order in steps S17 to S19, and the brushless motor 50 is driven to generate an assistive torque.
[0059] Thereafter, the count value c is incremented in step S9 until the timing t6 as a next peak position of the correlation
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value γ arrives. In step S17, the rotation angle θ depending on the present count value c is calculated using the Tpp.
[0060] In this case, the peak position of the rotating torque value f is detected in the timing t5 and the timing t7 before
and after the timing t6. However, because the peak position is detected on the basis of the correlation value γ, even
when the rider steps on the pedals 40L and 40R a plurality of times continually and thus a plurality of peak positions
occur continually, it is possible to calculate the rotation angle θ of the crankshaft 38 properly, generate an appropriate
assistive torque, and perform assistive control that does not cause discomfort to the rider.
[0061] When the timing t5 and the timing t7 are regarded as peak positions, on the other hand, a period from the timing
t4 to the timing t5, a period from the timing t5 to the timing t6, and a period from the timing t6 to the timing t7 are regarded
as periods in which the pedals 40L and 40R made a half turn. It is therefore not possible to properly calculate the rotation
angle θ of the crankshaft 38 in the period from the timing t4 to the timing t5, the period from the timing t5 to the timing
t6, and the period from the timing t6 to the timing t7.
[0062] Thus, when the correlation value γ is obtained and the peak position of the correlation value γ is estimated to
be the peak position of the rotating torque value f, assistive control that does not cause discomfort to the rider can be
performed.
[0063] Incidentally, in the flowchart of FIG. 6, when it is determined in step S10 that the count value c is larger than
the threshold value α, the correlation value undetection flag is set high (step S11), the count value c is set to zero, and
the time Tpp of a half cycle is set to zero (step S12). This is to determine that an abnormality has occurred and perform
the operations shown in FIG. 6 from the beginning by initialization when the peak position of the correlation value γ is
not detected even after a predetermined time. A provision can thus be made for an abnormal state.
[0064] The preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described above. The technical scope of the
present invention, however, is not limited to the scope described in the foregoing embodiments. It is obvious to those
skilled in the art that various changes and improvements may be made to the embodiments. It is apparent from the
description of claims that forms resulting from such changes and improvements are covered by the technical scope of
the present invention.
[0065] The reference symbols in parentheses referred to in the claims are given in accord with the reference symbols
in the accompanying drawings for an easy understanding of the present invention, and the present invention should not
be construed as being limited to the elements denoted by those reference symbols.
[0066] The present invention is directed to providing an assistive power control apparatus for a motor-assisted bicycle
which drives and controls a motor so as to generate an assistive torque depending on the pedaling force of a rider.
[0067] An assistive power control apparatus 54 for a motor-assisted bicycle 10, which detects a rotating torque value
of a crankshaft 38 rotated when a rider steps on pedals 40L and 40R by a torque sensor 80, and which controls a motor
50 so as to generate an assistive power determined using the rotating torque value, calculates a rotation angle of the
crankshaft when a present rotating torque value is detected from a time period from a timing of detection of a peak
position of the rotating torque value to a timing of detection of the rotating torque value, calculates a pedaling force
applied when the rider steps on the pedals in a vertical direction from the calculated rotation angle of the crankshaft and
the detected present rotating torque value, and determines the assistive power of the motor according to the calculated
pedaling force.

Claims

1. An assistive power control apparatus (54) for a motor-assisted bicycle (10) which detects a rotating torque value of
a crankshaft (38) rotated when a rider steps on pedals (40L and 40R) by a torque sensor (80), and controls a motor
(50) so as to generate an assistive power determined using said rotating torque value,
wherein said assistive power control apparatus (54) determines the assistive power of said motor (50) according to
a calculated pedaling force,
characterized in that
said assistive power control apparatus (54) calculates a rotation angle of said crankshaft (38) when a present rotating
torque value is detected from a time period from a timing of detection of a peak position of said rotating torque value
to a timing of detection of said rotating torque value, and
said assistive power control apparatus (54) calculates said pedaling force applied when the rider steps on said
pedals (40L and 40R) in a vertical direction from the calculated rotation angle of said crankshaft (38) and the detected
present rotating torque value, wherein
a period between peak positions of said rotating torque value is set as a half cycle,
an update is performed with said rotating torque value in a period of the previous half cycle as reference data, and
a peak position of said rotating torque value is estimated from a correlation value obtained by normalized correlation
of said rotating torque value detected in the present half cycle using said reference data.
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2. The assistive power control apparatus (54) for the motor-assisted bicycle (10) according to claim 1, characterized
in that the assistive power of said motor (50) is determined according to a vehicle speed of said motor-assisted
bicycle (10) and said pedaling force.

Patentansprüche

1. Unterstützungskraft-Steuer-/Regeleinrichtung (54) für ein Motor-unterstütztes Fahrrad (10), welche einen Rotati-
onsdrehmomentwert von einer Kurbelwelle (38), welche gedreht wird, wenn ein Fahrer auf Pedale (40L und 40R)
tritt, durch einen Drehmomentsensor (80) erfasst, und einen Motor (50) derart steuert/regelt, dass eine Unterstüt-
zungskraft erzeugt wird, welche unter Verwendung des Rotationsdrehmomentwerts bestimmt wird,
wobei die Unterstützungskraft-Steuer-/Regeleinrichtung (54) die Unterstützungskraft von dem Motor (50) gemäß
einer berechneten Pedaltretkraft bestimmt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Unterstützungskraft-Steuer-/Regeleinrichtung (54) einen Rotationswinkel von der Kurbelwelle (38) berechnet,
wenn ein gegenwärtiger Rotationsdrehmomentwert von einer Zeitperiode von einer Zeit einer Erfassung von einer
Spitzenwertposition von dem Rotationsdrehmomentwert zu einer Zeit einer Erfassung von dem Rotationsdrehmo-
mentwert erfasst ist, und
die Unterstützungskraft-Steuer-/Regeleinrichtung (54) die Pedalkraft, welche ausgeübt wird, wenn der Fahrer in
einer vertikalen Richtung auf die Pedale (40L und 40R) tritt, von dem berechneten Rotationswinkel von der Kurbel-
welle (38) und dem erfassten gegenwärtigen Rotationsdrehmomentwert berechnet, wobei
eine Periode zwischen Spitzenwertpositionen von dem Rotationsdrehmomentwert als ein halber Zyklus gesetzt ist,
eine Aktualisierung durchgeführt wird mit dem Rotationsdrehmomentwert in einer Periode von dem vorangehenden
halben Zyklus als Referenzdaten, und
eine Spitzenwertposition von dem Rotationsdrehmomentwert aus einem Korrelationswert abgeschätzt wird, welcher
durch eine normalisierte Korrelation von dem Rotationsdrehmomentwert erhalten wird, welcher in dem gegenwär-
tigen halben Zyklus unter Verwendung der Referenzdaten erfasst wird.

2. Unterstützungskraft-Steuer-/Regeleinrichtung (54) für das Motorunterstützte Fahrrad (10) nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Unterstützungskraft von dem Motor (50) gemäß einer Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit
von dem Motor-unterstützten Fahrrad (10) und der Pedaltretkraft bestimmt wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil de contrôle de la puissance d’assistance (54) pour une bicyclette assistée par moteur (10) qui détecte une
valeur de couple de rotation d’un vilebrequin (38) qui est mis en rotation lorsqu’un conducteur appuie sur des pédales
(40L et 40R) à l’aide d’un capteur de couple (80), et qui commande un moteur (50) de manière à générer une
puissance d’assistance qui est déterminée en utilisant ladite valeur de couple de rotation,
dans lequel ledit appareil de contrôle de la puissance d’assistance (54) détermine la puissance d’assistance dudit
moteur (50) selon une force de pédalage calculée,
caractérisé en ce que:

ledit appareil de contrôle de la puissance d’assistance (54) calcule un angle de rotation dudit vilebrequin (38)
lorsqu’une valeur de couple de rotation actuelle est détectée à partir d’une période de temps entre le moment
de la détection d’une position de pointe de ladite valeur de couple de rotation et le moment de la détection de
ladite valeur de couple de rotation, et
ledit appareil de contrôle de la puissance d’assistance (54) calcule ladite force de pédalage qui est appliquée
lorsque le conducteur appuie sur lesdites pédales (40L et 40R) dans une direction verticale à partir de l’angle
de rotation calculé dudit vilebrequin (38) et de la valeur de couple de rotation actuelle, dans lequel
une période entre des positions de pointe de ladite valeur de couple de rotation est déterminée comme corres-
pondant à un demi-cycle,
une mise à jour est exécutée avec ladite valeur de couple de rotation pendant une période du demi-cycle
précédent comme données de référence, et
une position de pointe de ladite valeur de couple de rotation est estimée à partir d’une valeur de corrélation
obtenue par une corrélation normalisée de ladite valeur de couple de rotation détectée dans le demi-cycle actuel
en utilisant lesdites données de référence.
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2. Appareil de contrôle de la puissance d’assistance (54) pour une bicyclette assistée par moteur (10) selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la puissance d’assistance dudit moteur (50) est déterminée selon une vitesse de
véhicule de ladite bicyclette assistée par moteur (10) et ladite force de pédalage.
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